Contest to Minimize Noise Over Your Flight Path

Contest Rules:

Follow the flight path over Anaheim

1. Angel Stadium parking lot
2. Island
3. Intersection of Taft Ave. and Glassell St.
4. Angel Stadium parking lot

Minimize total flight noise
Noise accrues after takeoff and before landing

Minimize noise over points A-D

Minimize flight time

Please consider taking a brief survey after your flight!
Participation:
- One entry per day
- Up to 3 attempts per entry

Penalties for:
- altitude busts
- veering off course

Noise Display

- Attitude tapes
  - Acceleration
  - Speed
  - Altitude
  - Vertical velocity
  - Pitch
  - Roll

- Noise scale and Map scale

- Map indicating current position (track up)

- Ribbon indicating attitude needed to change maximum noise value

- Predicted ground noise footprint

Learn more about helicopter noise abatement techniques at https://www.rotor.org/resources/operations/fly-neighborly2